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School directory 2017: School of Architecture, Oxford Brookes University
Course and fees per year BA Architecture (ARB/RIBA Part 1) · MArchD Applied design in Architecture (ARB/RIBA Part 2)  
Location Oxford  
Course leader Matt Gaskin  
Full‑time tutors 17  
Part-time tutors 50  
Students 624  
Ratio of staff to students 1:16 

How do you prepare students for the world of practice? The school reviews its academic offering with the help of internal and
external stakeholders to ensure that its graduates are highly employable. This includes employing practising staff to teach, and
building connections with local practices via the RIBA Southern Regional Group mentoring programme, site visits and field trips. The
emphasis on real ‘live’ problems in the design studio and the explicit links to research ensures that students are equipped to deal with
contemporary issues beyond the boundaries of the design studio. 

How is the school looking to develop? As part of the Faculty of Technology, Design and Environment, the school has opportunities
to develop cross-disciplinary collaborations. It continues to build its teaching on campus and online, through the RIBA studio and
apprenticeships. Over the past three years, the school has extended its links in China, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore, India and
Thailand, enabling graduates to be global in their aspirations. Mixed-media submissions and being at the leading edge of digital
technologies are key to the school. 

Stand-out student

Engeland Apostol 
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Unit DS5/Zone 5  
Tutors Toby Shew and Ronnie MacLellan 
Course MArchd Applied Design in Architecture (Part 2)

Project Engeland’s project explores simulated reality and temporary event spaces, taking the essence of space that might exist within
a VR headset as a transient dataspace and reimagining it as a physical manifestation within existing landscapes. He has imagined
machine-deployed environments, generated from physical pixels that form a new nature that exists adjacent to the hyper-reality of the
nightclubs, beaches, hills and forests of Ibiza, inverting the contained events that transform the island both seasonally and nightly.
Pixelscapes was driven by research and developed using a combination of orthographic drawing, video collage, VR and filmmaking. 


